PUMA
Knifemakers to the World

OUR COMPANY
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Development
milestones

1900

1855

1769
Johann Lauterjung enters his
trademark in the Solingen knife
maker role – the story of the
PUMA factory began.

Great-grandson Nathanael
(1815–1865) moves production to
the nearby city of Solingen.

On May 26th, the name „PUMA-Werk,
Lauterjung und Sohn“ is entered in the
Solingen commercial register.
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With a passion
for quality
Our company has an old tradition of manufacturing highquality blades that goes back to 1769. Today we develop
and manufacture hunting, sports and leisure knives, which
are demanded worldwide due to their quality and diversity.
It is the combination of traditional craftsmanship and innovative technology that make PUMA knives something
very special.
As a traditional manufacturer, we place great value on the
craftsmanship of our employees, their wealth of ideas and
their personality, because at the end of every manufacturing
process there is a quality check by the skillful, trained eyes
of our employees.
Wherever it makes sense and is efficient, we use the latest
production technology, for example, fully automatic CNC
machines that can complete several work steps at once
with the highest precision.

close contact with our experienced employees. We have
installed a high quality control system along the entire
process chain. The result is high quality products that
leave nothing to be desired by the customer.

There is good reason why the PUMA brand is one of the
market leaders in the manufacture of hunting, sport and
fishing knives and count as a synonym worldwide with
the highest quality and know-how.

Our range of knives has grown steadily over several
generations, as we consistently adapt it to the needs
and wishes of our customers. Of course, these are always
based on new trends and ideas.

The finest variety
When designing our knife collections, we rely on many
years of experience and skills of leading knife makers,
designers, hunting and trekking specialists, who work in

1953

Our anniversary knife

2019
Oswald von Frankenberg and
Ludwigsdorf (1915–1986), husband of
Renate Lauterjung, shifted production
in the PUMA factory to functional hunting,
fishing, leisure and sports knives.

For the production of knives, we use types of steel that
are adapted to the use of the blade in practice and
thus guarantee a high level of usability and durability.
This is what the name PUMA has stood for, for more
than 250 years.

Today
PUMA celebrates a quarter of a
millennium of company history.
250 years of „Solingen knife manufacture“ –
and the story goes on.

PUMA, the knife manufacturer
Solingen, is continuously
developing its product portfolio
and combining traditional
craftsmanship with the most
modern production techniques.

OUR PRODUCTS
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Our 2021 annual knife

235–250 g

Damasteel blade with Odins Eye pattern,
rustproof / 57-60 HRC

124 mm

234 mm

Item no.: 342021M und 342021B

Manufacturing hunting knives is our passion! Our famous classics include
the „bare weapons“ designed by forestry master Walter Frevert around
the middle of the last century. In addition to the hog spear, Waidbesteck
and the universal hunting pocket knife are knives he designed, including
the „great hunting knife”. This successful model has been an integral
part of hunting equipment for many decades and has lost none of its
relevance in terms of design and functionality.

Available is the knife in two options.Buffalo horn and from mammoth
ivory scales, limited to 25 numbered knifed.

As a traditional company, we still feel obliged to give credit to our
classic, trusted frameworks next to our modern designed models from
today. For this reason we are now presenting this wonderful Jagdnicker in a particularly high-quality version, limited to 50 pieces, as
the 2021 annual knife.

The delivery includes a black belt sheath made of saddle leather, as
well as a particularly elaborately made gift box made of fine walnut
wood for presenting and safely storing the annual knife.

In addition to these two exclusive handle materials, we have equipped our annual knife with nickel silver bolsters and a stainless
DAMASTEEL® DS93XTM „Odins Eye“ blade. Each copy is provided
with an individual serial number.
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A journey through time into the world of high-quality blades

PUMA-Set „Evolution“
Item no.: 382020

The PUMA „Evolution” set consists of three models that represent the development of blades
in human history: Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages. Each blade has an engraving for the respective
era. The blades are packed in a high-quality wooden box and delivered with a certificate.

PUMA „Stone“ = hand ax
The hand ax was a double-sided, almond-shaped stone, the round base of which was opposite
a point. It was typical of the Stone Age in human history.

145 g

1.4125 / 56-57 HRC

55 mm

137 mm

97 g

1.4125 / 56-57 HRC

60 mm

147 mm

79 g

1.4125 / 56-57 HRC

73 mm

153 mm

PUMA „Bronze“ = dagger with a short handle
Since the 3rd millennium BC some people were able to make cutting tools out of copper. By
adding about ten percent tin to the alloy, bronze could be casted and used to make knives.
Our „Bronze” model is an example of a dagger from this era.

PUMA „Iron“ = knife with a long handle
Iron knives were already being made at the end of the Bronze Age. This technical progress
reached Europe around 2,800 years ago and thus marked the beginning of the local Iron Age.
The „Iron“ model is based on the shape of a Celtic knife.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Compact & universally applicable

Hunting knife saubart,
stag horn
Item no.: 112500

This handy and compact knife is manufactured
in full tang design and is ideally suited for hunting as well as for universal use. The 100 mm
long and 3 mm thick blade is made of stainless
Sandvik steel 14C28N, which is characterized
by its particularly high edge retention due to
its hardness of 60-62 HRC. The blade design
not only enables the use of the entire cutting
surface, but is also provided with a functional
sharp edge on the back. We chose shells made
of staghorn for the handle. A precisely fitting,
black saddle leather sheath is included.

182 g

Sandvik 14C28N /
60-62 HRC

100 mm

212 mm

For everyone, who loves the special

PUMA saubart,
Wood
Item no.: 122500

The „Saubart” model with perfectly fitted
handle scales are made of particularly resistant pakka wood, which has already proven
itself in practice. When developing this knife,
which is not only visually appealing, but also
well-balanced in shape and feel, we consulted
well-known hunters and other experts from
the specialist sector. In addition to the practical
shape of the blade, the „Saubart” has a handle
which, with its pronounced finger recesses in
combination with a strong knob made of nickel
silver, guarantees a secure hold when using.

182 g

Sandvik 14C28N /
60-62 HRC

100 mm

212 mm
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Functionality & design are right

PUMA jagdnicker
Item no.: 113590

This model has established itself as an integral
part of hunting equipment for decades and has
lost none of its relevance to this day. Now the
great Jagdnicker after Frevert is being reissued,
because design and functionality are just right!
The extremely stable blade is perfect for all
work in the area. The handles are made of stag
horn (underlaid with fiber) and the bolsters
are made of nickel silver. This classic hunting
knife is particularly safe to use. A leather belt
sheath is supplied, which is equipped with two
safety straps including a printhead fastener.

236 g

1.4116 / 55-57 HRC

123 mm

234 mm

Fits perfectly in the hand

PUMA waidmann
Item no.: 113580

The shapely and rustic hunting knife is equipped
with stag horn handles and jaws made of
new silver. PUMA waidmann lies optimally
in the hand and reliably carries out all the
necessary work. With a blade length of
114 mm, a blade thickness of 3 mm and a
knife weight of 208 g, it is the perfect choice
for a snack, for example.

208 g

1.4110 / 55-57 HRC

114 mm

232 mm
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OUR PRODUCTS

Convincing in detail

PUMA IP
Wild Edition
The high-quality, detailed engravings of the PUMA Wild Edition were
designed by the artist Detlef Ritter with great attention to detail. The
stylish hunting & outdoor knives of the Wild series are available with
five different motives for hunting: with a wild boar embedded in the
grass, two wild boars in the forest, a red deer with an adult in the
natural habitat, a fox jumping on a hare and a fox lurking for a wild
duck in flight. There are also three versions without engraving and
blade cut-out. The handle materials are G10 in green and black as
well as fine ebony and sandalwood.
140 – 159 g

D2 / 60 HRC

85 mm

181 mm

PUMA IP wildboar II, G10 black
Art.-Nr.: 830713

G10 green
Art.-Nr.: 830712

Wood
Art.-Nr.: 820086
PUMA IP fox II, wood
Art.-Nr.: 820089

PUMA IP fox I, wood
Art.-Nr.: 820088

PUMA IP red deer, G10 black
Art.-Nr.: 830715

PUMA IP wildboar I, G10 green
Art.-Nr.: 830710

G10 green
Art.-Nr.: 830714

G10 black
Art.-Nr.: 830711

Wood
Art.-Nr.: 820087

Wood
Art.-Nr.: 820085
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Stability makes the difference

PUMA SGB bobcat3516
one-hand knife
Art.-Nr.: 6503516

The SGB line of our overseas agency „PUMA Knife Company
USA” includes not only classic designs but also some modern
models in a tactical style. The PUMA SGB bobcat3516 is
a very easy-to-use, stable one-hand knife with a practical
utility blade that locks with a liner lock. The scales are
made of aluminum and have a belt clip.
125 g

1.4116 / 55-57 HRC

85 mm

115 mm (closed)

A knife like a good friend

PUMA SGB hunter‘s friend
Art.-Nr.: 6116398L, 6116398B, 6116398G

The classic „hunter‘s friend” model was first launched in the 1950s and is now
available again as part of the range with three different scale materials. There are
scales made of stag horn, G10 and brown bone to choose from.
The functional drop point design of the 119 mm long blade has proven itself
extremely well. The blade also has a fillet on both sides and a slightly ground tip.
The finger guard and the rivet pins are made of brass. The knife can be used for
hunting, fishing, camping and bushcrafting. A high quality leather quiver sheath
is included.
173 g

1.4116 / 55-57 HRC

119 mm

228 mm

Diversity inspires

PUMA SGB trail guide
Art.-Nr.: 6116382G, 6116382T, 6116382V, 6116382L

The hunting and outdoor knife with a pointed blade and deep blood groove is
available in the four designs of stag horn, olive wood, G10 and white bone. In
keeping with its name, it is intended as a „hiking guide” and trekking knife.
All knives of the SGB series have blades made of German steel according to
DIN 1.4116 with a tested hardness of 55-57 HRC! The PUMA SGB „trail guide”
is a replica of our classic of the same name from the 1970s and 1980s. It is a
great hunting and outdoor knife that can be used optimally with its pointed
blade and deep blood groove.

218 g

1.4116 / 55-57 HRC

123 mm

232 mm

OUR PARTNERS
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We say
thank you!
At this point we would like to thank
our partners who supported us with the
realization of this brochure.

Leica Fortis 6.
Zoom 6 in Bestform.

Herausragende Detailerkennung, ein extragroßes Sehfeld und konkurrenzlose Kontraststärke
bis zum Rand: Mit ihrer perfekten Kombination aus optischer Performance und puristischem
Design setzen die Leica Fortis 6 Modelle neue Maßstäbe in der 6-fach-Zoomklasse.
Überzeugen Sie sich bei Ihrem Fachhändler und auf leica-sportoptics.com

LEICA FORTIS 6 1–6 x 24 i

LEICA FORTIS 6 2.5–15 x 56 i mit BDC

LEICA FORTIS 6 2–12 x 50 i

Leica Camera Deutschland GmbH I Am Leitz-Park 5 I 35578 WETZLAR I DEUTSCHLAND I www.leica-sportoptics.com
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Immer auf den Punkt
gebracht!
www.visier.de

www.waffenmagazin.ch

www.visier.de

www.all4shooters.com

www.caliber.de

www.co2air.de

www.all4hunters.com
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Seit 140 Jahren verlässlicher
Partner der Solinger Industrie

Lasern

Stanzen

18.09.20 10:32

Härten

www.engels-hast.de

Engels+Hast GmbH
Eipaßstraße 95
42719 Solingen
Telefon: (02 12) 59 09 77
Telefax: (02 12) 59 37 24
E-Mail: info@engels-hast.de

PUMA GmbH IP Solingen
An den Eichen 20-22
42699 Solingen
Fon: +49 (0)2851-5896-50
Fax: +49 (0)2851-5896-60
Email: info@pumaknives.de
www.pumaknives.de

Folgen Sie uns:

Since we process natural products,
there may be visual variations between
the knife illustration in this catalog
and the originals.

